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Bypass of a protein barrier by a replicative DNA helicase
Abstract
Replicative DNA helicases generally unwind DNA as a single hexamer that encircles and translocates
along one strand of the duplex while excluding the complementary strand (known as steric exclusion). By
contrast, large T antigen, the replicative DNA helicase of the simian virus 40 (SV40), is reported to
function as a pair of stacked hexamers that pumps double-stranded DNA through its central channel
while laterally extruding single-stranded DNA. Here we use single-molecule and ensemble assays to show
that large T antigen assembled on the SV40 origin unwinds DNA efficiently as a single hexamer that
translocates on single-stranded DNA in the 3′-to-5′ direction. Unexpectedly, large T antigen unwinds DNA
past a DNA-protein crosslink on the translocation strand, suggesting that the large T antigen ring can
open to bypass bulky adducts. Together, our data underscore the profound conservation among
replicative helicase mechanisms, and reveal a new level of plasticity in the interactions of replicative
helicases with DNA damage.
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Bypass of a protein roadblock by a replicative DNA helicase
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Abstract
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Replicative DNA helicases generally unwind DNA as a single hexamer that encircles and
translocates along one strand of the duplex while excluding the complementary strand (“steric
exclusion”). In contrast, large T antigen (T-ag), the replicative DNA helicase of the Simian Virus
40 (SV40), is reported to function as a pair of stacked hexamers that pumps double-stranded DNA
through its central channel while laterally extruding single-stranded DNA. Here, we use singlemolecule and ensemble assays to show that T-ag assembled on the SV40 origin unwinds DNA
efficiently as a single hexamer that translocates on single-stranded DNA in the 3′ to 5′ direction.
Unexpectedly, T-ag unwinds DNA past a DNA-protein crosslink on the translocation strand,
suggesting that the T-ag ring can open to bypass bulky adducts. Together, our data underscore the
profound conservation among replicative helicase mechanisms while revealing a new level of
plasticity in their interactions with DNA damage.

Introduction
$watermark-text

An essential step in DNA replication is the unwinding of the double helix by a DNA
helicase1,2. In general, these enzymes form a hexameric ring that encircles and translocates
along one DNA strand in the 3′→5′ or 5′→3′ direction while excluding the other strand.
This “steric exclusion” mechanism of DNA unwinding has been demonstrated for gp4
protein in phage T73, DnaB in bacteria4, and MCM2-7 in eukaryotes5,6.
The mammalian DNA tumor virus SV40 encodes a multifunctional protein, T-ag, which
functions as a replicative helicase that cooperates with host cell replication factors to copy
the SV40 genome. Although cell-free SV40 replication has served as a paradigm for
mammalian DNA replication for several decades7, fundamental aspects of how T-ag
unwinds DNA remain controversial8. In particular, it is unclear whether T-ag functions as an
obligate double hexamer (Fig. 1ai–ii) or as a single hexamer (Fig. 1aiii–iv). In support of the
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double hexamer model, T-ag caught in the act of unwinding displayed “rabbit ear” structures
with two single-stranded DNA (ssDNA) loops emanating from the double hexamer9 (Fig.
1ai–ii). In addition, mutations in T-ag that disrupt double hexamer formation inhibit origindependent DNA unwinding10,11. Finally, purified T-ag double hexamers exhibit higher
unwinding activity than single hexamers on forked DNA substrates12,13. Another longstanding question is whether T-ag unwinds DNA via steric exclusion (Fig. 1ai and iii) or a
fundamentally different mechanism in which the translocating helicase encircles duplex
DNA while extruding ssDNA from side channels (Fig. 1aii and iv). T-ag can translocate on
ssDNA in the 3′ to 5′ direction when presented with a ssDNA template14–16, and the
closely related E1 helicase encircles ssDNA in its central channel17 supporting the steric
exclusion model. Consistent with the dsDNA translocation model, structural studies showed
that the central channel of T-ag can expand to accommodate dsDNA and that T-ag has side
channels large enough for extrusion of ssDNA18,19. Furthermore, a number of studies
suggest that T-ag assembled on the SV40 origin encircles dsDNA20–22. These results raise
the possibility that T-ag activated at an origin uses a dsDNA translocation mode. Inspired in
part by T-ag, both the double hexamer and dsDNA translocation models were proposed for
MCM2-723,24, but recent evidence indicates that the native MCM2-7 complex unwinds
DNA via steric exclusion and can function as a single hexamer5,25.

Uncoupling of T-ag double hexamers

$watermark-text
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The double-hexamer model envisions that DNA is pumped towards the interface between
two T-ag hexamers (Fig. 1ai–ii). Therefore, an extended DNA molecule that is attached to a
surface at both ends should not be replicated efficiently due to tension that accumulates at
the ends of the DNA (Supplementary Fig. 1c). In contrast, if T-ag can function as a single
hexamer, a stretched DNA molecule should undergo extensive T-ag-dependent replication
(Supplementary Fig. 1d). To distinguish between the single and double hexamer models, we
replicated λ DNA containing the SV40 origin (λori) that was attached at one or both ends to
the surface of a microfluidic flow cell (Fig. 1b). We first examined replication of singly
tethered λori DNA. After immobilizing DNA on the surface26, T-ag was drawn into the
flow cell, allowing it to assemble on the origin (Fig. 1b). HeLa cell extract containing
replication proteins27,28 was then introduced to initiate replication followed, after 20
minutes, by a second extract containing digoxigenin-modified dUTP (dig-dUTP) to pulse
label newly replicated DNA. After further incubation, dsDNA was stained with SYTOX
Orange (SYTOX), and dig-dUTP containing regions were labeled with fluoresceinconjugated anti-digoxigenin antibody (anti-dig). On 10–20% of the molecules, the SYTOX
signal showed a high intensity tract (Fig. 1c-i and Supplementary Fig. 2a) corresponding to a
replication bubble. Furthermore, two anti-dig tracts were present at the ends of each
replication bubble, consistent with bidirectionally growing bubbles (Fig. 1C-i and
Supplementary Fig. 2a). The gap between two anti-dig tracts always coincided with the
expected location of the origin (Fig. 1C and Supplementary Fig. 2, yellow arrowheads), and
replication bubbles were not observed on λ DNA lacking the SV40 origin (data not shown).
The average fork rate measured from the anti-dig tract length was 188 ± 61 base pairs (bp)
min−1 ± S.D (N=174, Fig. 1d) in agreement with previous reports29,30. Therefore, this
single-molecule approach is well suited to study T-ag-dependent replication.
We repeated the experiment on λori DNA that was stretched to 85–90% of its B-form
contour length and tethered at both 3′ ends. If T-ag functions as an obligate double hexamer,
a doubly tethered DNA will not be replicated to a greater extent than the slack (10–15%)
that is initially present in the molecule. In contrast to this prediction, we found that doubly
tethered λori molecules contained replication bubbles comprising much more than 10–15%
of the molecule (Fig. 1c-ii, Supplementary Fig. 2b–c), indicating that individual T-ag
hexamers function efficiently, similar to MCM2-725. Importantly, the average fork rate on
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doubly tethered DNA (195 ± 75 bp min−1 ± S.D., N=78, Fig. 1d) was essentially the same as
on singly tethered DNA, suggesting that any uncoupling of double hexamers does not impair
fork progression. Finally, as expected from independently functioning replisomes,
progression of sister forks showed no correlation on singly tethered (R = 0.17, p = 0.11, N =
87, Supplementary Fig. 2d) and doubly tethered (R = −0.15, p = 0.35, N = 39,
Supplementary Fig. 2d) λori molecules.

$watermark-text

To visualize the spatial separation of T-ag double hexamers in real time, we examined T-agmediated DNA unwinding on doubly tethered λori (Fig. 2a) using the ssDNA-binding
protein RPA fused to the GFP-like fluorescent protein mKikGR (RPAmKikGR). We detected
bidirectionally growing linear tracts of RPAmKikGR (Fig. 2b), demonstrating that T-ag
double hexamers can uncouple after initiation. The average unwinding rate (215 ± 24 bp
min−1 ± S.D., N=16), determined through the growth rate of RPAmKikGR tracts, was
consistent with the unwinding rate of purified T-ag30 and our analysis of anti-dig tracts (Fig.
1d). The fact that DNA unwinding by T-ag alone occurs at a similar rate as T-ag-dependent
replication indicates that T-ag does not require coupling with a DNA polymerase to unwind
DNA at optimal rates, unlike some prokaryotic helicases31,32.

Origin-activated T-ag unwinds DNA via steric exclusion

$watermark-text

We next examined whether T-ag that initiates unwinding from the SV40 origin ultimately
translocates on ssDNA or dsDNA. To this end, T-ag was collided with biotin-streptavidin
roadblocks, which T-ag is known to disrupt15. We modified a 518 bp long linear duplex
DNA containing the SV40 origin with a site-specific biotin on the top or bottom strands
(Fig. 3a-i). If T-ag translocates on ssDNA in the 3′ to 5′ direction, the hexamer moving to
the right from the origin should remove streptavidin (SA) from the bottom strand (SAbottom)
but not the top strand (SAtop) (Fig. 3a-ii). In contrast, the dsDNA translocation model
predicts that both SAbottom and SAtop will be dislodged by T-ag (Fig. 3a-iii). We found that
T-ag displaced SAbottom (Fig. 3b, lane 8, red arrowhead, Supplementary Fig. 3) but not
SAtop (Fig. 3B, lane 6, green arrowhead, Supplementary Fig. 3) indicating that the bottom
strand passes through the central chamber of T-ag while the top strand is excluded (see Fig.
3c for quantification). We conclude that T-ag that assembles on the origin DNA translocates
on the leading strand template in the 3′ to 5′ direction.

$watermark-text

To examine the translocation mechanism of T-ag during DNA replication, we attached a
quantum dot (Qdot) via a digoxigenin-anti-dig interaction to either the leading (Qdotlead) or
lagging (Qdotlag) strand templates to the left of the origin on λori (Fig. 3d, cartoons). As in
the experiment above, the 3′ to 5′ ssDNA translocation model predicts the specific removal
of Qdotlead while the dsDNA translocation model envisages removal of Qdotlead and
Qdotlag. Because most Qdots dissociated from λori independently of replication
(Supplementary Fig. 4, data not shown), we could not compare replicated molecules that
retained and lost Qdots, respectively, to evaluate Qdot removal by the replisome. Given that
T-ag can displace streptavidin (Fig. 3b), most events in which the edge of an anti-dig tract
coincided with a Qdot (Fig. 3d and Supplementary Fig. 4f) likely represent spontaneous fork
stalling independently of the Qdot (see Supplementary Fig. 2 for examples of spontaneous
fork stalling). Because the likelihood of such an event is the same for Qdotlead and Qdotlag,
we determined the ratio of molecules showing fork bypass through a Qdot (Supplementary
Fig. 4e) to those exhibiting stalling at the Qdot (Supplementary Fig. 4f) to obtain a relative
probability of Qdot removal by the replisome. Importantly, 81% of the molecules exhibited
fork bypass through Qdotlag (Fig. 3d-i) whereas only 21% bypass was observed through
Qdotlead (Fig. 3d-ii) suggesting that Qdotlead is more prone to displacement by the
replisome. This result suggests that T-ag also functions as a 3′ to 5′ ssDNA translocase
during DNA replication.
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T-ag can bypass a bulky adduct on the translocation strand
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Given that T-ag encircles and translocates on the leading strand template, our observation
that a significant number of anti-dig tracts bypassed Qdotlead was unexpected (Fig. 3d-ii, left
panel). Bypass through Qdotlead implies that T-ag or other helicases in the extract can
circumvent a bulky roadblock on the leading strand template. To further test this idea, we
covalently conjugated HpaII methyltransferase (M.HpaII) to the lagging (MHlag) or leading
(MHlead) strand templates of a 518 bp long linear DNA substrate containing the SV40 origin
(Supplementary Fig. 5a). Strikingly, T-ag unwound DNA containing MHlag and MHlead
equally well (Fig. 4a). MHlead was not removed from DNA by T-ag during unwinding, as
seen by the presence of ssDNA conjugated to M.HpaII (Fig. 4a-ii). Uneven labeling of the
two strands resulted in the intensity difference of ssDNA with and without M.HpaII
(Supplementary Fig. 5b).

$watermark-text

We next addressed whether the same T-ag that initially collides with MHlead bypasses the
protein adduct, or whether a new T-ag hexamer from solution assembles downstream of the
roadblock. To this end, DNA was immobilized on magnetic beads, incubated with T-ag to
assemble the helicase at the origin, washed to remove free T-ag, and finally mixed with RPA
to initiate unwinding. We confirmed that during this sequence, unwinding initiated from the
origin and that the majority of unwinding was carried out by pre-assembled T-ag
(Supplementary Fig. 6). Importantly, T-ag pre-assembled on the origin was sufficient to
unwind the template containing MHlead (Fig. 4b-i, lane 9), and unwinding efficiency was
only moderately reduced relative to MHlag (Fig. 4b-ii). Thus, the large majority of T-ag
molecules are able to bypass a bulky adduct on the translocation strand.

T-ag collision with two protein roadblocks

$watermark-text

Our results suggest that upon collision with a protein adduct, the T-ag ring either opens to
allow bypass (Supplementary Fig. 7a-ii) or it denatures the protein adduct and threads the
unfolded polypeptide chain through the helicase central channel (Supplementary Fig. 7a-iii).
Since M.HpaII interacts with DNA via an internal amino acid33, the latter model would
require T-ag to accommodate two polypeptide chains and ssDNA in its central channel
(Supplementary Fig. 7a-iii), which appears unlikely. To rule out the denaturation model, we
repeated the experiment with a DNA template containing two protein adducts spaced 60
nucleotides (~200 AǺ) apart along the duplex (Supplementary Fig. 7b-i). In this way,
unwinding the DNA via M.HpaII denaturation would require four polypeptide chains and
the translocation strand to be threaded through the central channel of T-ag (Supplementary
Fig. 7b-ii) which is incompatible with known T-ag structures18,19. Strikingly, T-ag unwound
the template with two adducts as efficiently as the unadducted template (Fig. 5a compare
lanes 9 and 12; Fig. 5b-ii for quantification), suggesting that bypass must occur by transient
opening of the T-ag ring. Interestingly, we found that two M.HpaII roadblocks spaced 14
nucleotides apart severely inhibited unwinding by T-ag (Fig. 5a, lane 18 and 5b-iii). Since
the longitudinal axis of T-ag (~120 Å) is now greater than the inter-roadblock distance (~50
AǺ), this result implies that to perform effective bypass of the second roadblock, the T-ag
ring must re-close after the first adduct has traversed the entire channel (Supplementary Fig.
7b iii-iv). Together, the data suggest that the T-ag ring transiently opens to bypass proteinDNA crosslinks.

Discussion
Here, we present single-molecule and ensemble experiments that elucidate the molecular
mechanism by which T-ag unwinds DNA at the replication fork. In contrast with the
prominent double-hexamer model23, we demonstrate that the T-ag double hexamers that
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form at the origin of replication can physically separate and function independently when
the DNA template is placed under tension. Together with previous results10,11, our data
suggest that interactions between hexamers are required for initiation but dispensable during
elongation. The coupling between two hexamers that led to the observation of “rabbit ear”
structures9 may be due to direct interactions between hexamers or facilitated by additional
factors34. Whether such double hexamers are normally retained during replication
elongation in the complex environment of the cell is difficult to assess. Importantly, the
ability of hexamers to function independently is advantageous because it allows replication
to go to completion even if one replisome stalls or collapses. Notably, we found that T-ag
that initiated unwinding from the origin ultimately surrounds ssDNA and moves in the 3′ to
5′ direction, as proposed for the related E1 helicase17. Taken together, our results emphasize
that replicative helicases in different organisms use a common mechanism to unwind DNA.

$watermark-text

Our results also show that T-ag is able to bypass a protein crosslinked to the translocation
strand, and they favor a model in which the bypass occurs via opening of the hexamer. This
unprecedented flexibility of T-ag may allow the SV40 replisome to bypass natural
impediments including tightly bound proteins on DNA such as transcription complexes or
covalently trapped proteins35,36. If T-ag initially assembles around dsDNA at the origin21,22,
the ability of the T-ag ring to open on DNA may also facilitate the exclusion of one strand
from the central channel during replication initiation as proposed37. In the future, it will be
important to confirm by more direct means that the T-ag ring opens while bypassing a
roadblock. Furthermore, determining whether other replicative helicases exploit similar
plasticity to bypass replication barriers can guide our understanding of how these enzymes
interact with DNA damage.

Methods
Protein expression and purification
SV40 Large T-ag38 and RPA39 were expressed and purified as described. Fluorescently
tagged RPA was made by cloning mKikGR and a His-tag onto the N terminus of the RPA70
subunit. RPAmKikGR was purified by Ni-NTA chromatography.
Preparation of λori

$watermark-text

To construct the λ DNA with the SV40 origin (λori), we first carried out a series of cloning
steps to generate a plasmid that contains a 4.7 kilobase (kb) DNA fragment including the
233 bp SV40 origin region from pUC.HSO40 at one end, a 22 bp sequence (5′CCTCAGCATAGATGTCCTCAGC -3′) for Qdot attachment at the other end, and a 4.5 kb
DNA spacer in between, which contains a tetracycline resistance gene, an ampicillin
resistance gene and part of a Bacillus subtilis non-essential gene, yrvN. This fragment was
PCR amplified using primers flanking with 40 bp sequences homologous to the λ genome
(5′-ACAGCCCGCCGGAACCGGTGGGCTTTTTTGTGGGGTGAAT-3′ and 5′CCTGCGGCATATCACAAAACGATTACTCCATAACAGGGACA-3′), and
electroporated into a lysogen MC4100 (λ CI857 Sam7)41 to replace two non-essential genes
(stf and tfa) in the prophage using a recombineering method42. The modified λ DNA was
purified from the lysogen by Lofstrand Labs Limited.
Labeling λori with QDot
λori contains a 22 bp sequence (5′-CCTCAGCATAGATGTCCTCAGC-3′) approximately
4 kb away from the SV40 origin. This sequence has two sequential sites (5′-CCTCAGC-3′)
that are recognized by nicking enzymes Nt.BbvCI and Nb.BbvCI. We used Nt.BbvCI or
Nb.BbvCI, respectively, to modify either the top or bottom strands of λori with a
digoxigenin at a single base according to a previously established protocol43,44. To place a
Nature. Author manuscript; available in PMC 2013 June 13.
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digoxigenin in the top strand, λori was treated with Nt.BbvCI, mixed with 100-fold molar
excess of oligonucleotide (5′-TCAGCATdigAGATGTCC-3′, Biosynthesis Inc.) containing
a digoxigenin at Tdig, heated to 60°C, and slowly cooled down to room temperature. This
procedure leads to melting of a 15 nucleotides (nt) region between the two Nt.BbvCI sites,
which is then replaced by the digoxigenin-modified oligonucleotide. The modified
oligonucleotide was then ligated to λori using T4 DNA Ligase (NEB). The same procedure
was performed to modify the bottom strand ofλori with digoxigenin except that DNA was
nicked with Nb.BbvCI and annealed and ligated to 5′-TGAGGACATdigCTATGC-3′.
Attachment of anti-dig-conjugated Qdot605 (Invitrogen) to surface-immobilized λori was
performed as described45.

$watermark-text

Preparation of DNA constructs
To produce biotin-modified linear DNA for use in ensemble unwinding assays, we cloned
an insert (5′-CCTCAGCAGATATCACCTCAGC-3′) between the EcoRI and NdeI sites of
the pUC.HSO vector40 that places the insert approximately 150 nt away from the SV40
origin. A 518-bp fragment within the resulting vector was PCR amplified using the
following oligonucleotides:
Forward: 5′-CCTCCAAAAAAGCCTCCTCACTA-3′
Reverse: 5′-GTGCCACCTGACGTCTAAGAAACC-3′

$watermark-text
$watermark-text

The length of the DNA substrate was chosen such that dsDNA (Fig. 3b, lanes 1 and 3),
dsDNA bound to streptavidin (Fig. 3b, lanes 2 and 4), ssDNA (Fig. 3b, lanes 9 and 11), and
ssDNA bound to streptavidin (Fig. 3b, lanes 10 and 12) ran at discrete positions on a 3%
agarose gel. The PCR fragment contains the origin near one end and the 22 bp insert close to
the center (Fig. 3a). We first inserted an amine residue on the top or bottom strands using the
same template exchange strategy as before. DNA was either nicked with Nt.BbvCI, and
annealed/ligated to 5′-TGAGGTGATamnATCTGC-3′ (to modify the top strand) or nicked
with Nb.BbvCI, and annealed/ligated to 5′-TCAGCAGATamnATCACC -3′ (to modify the
bottom strand). Modified oligonucleotides were purchased from IDT that contained a C6amine at Tamn. To attach biotin to the amine-modified thymidine residue, amine-modified
DNA (400 ng) was mixed with NHS-PEG4-Biotin (2.5 μl of 100 μM dissolved in DMSO,
Pierce) in PBS buffer (25 μl final volume) and incubated overnight at room temperature.
Excess NHS-PEG4-amine was removed by running DNA on a 1.5% agarose gel and
subsequent gel extraction of DNA. This protocol generally resulted in half of the DNA
molecules being modified with biotin at the specific site. To selectively purify biotinylated
DNA, DNA was mixed with streptavidin (0.6 mg/ml final), incubated for at least 2 hours
and separated on a 1.5% agarose gel. We then excised the band corresponding to the
streptavidin-bound DNA which ran slower than free DNA. Purification of DNA from
agarose gel was performed using a QIAquick Gel Extraction Kit (Qiagen) unless stated
otherwise. We note that streptavidin dissociated from biotin on DNA during the gel
purification process, possibly due to the denaturation of streptavidin by the ethanol wash of
the spin column.
To covalently conjugate M.HpaII to DNA, we first cloned 5′CCTCAGCATCCGGTACCTCAGC -3′ between the EcoRI and NdeI sites of the
pUC.HSO. The sequence in bold is recognized by M.HpaII. We then used the same primers
as before to make a 518-bp PCR fragment containing the origin and the insert. The same
nicking strategy described above was used to insert a 5-fluoro-2′-deoxycytidine (Cfluo)
modified oligonucleotide to either the top or bottom strands for subsequent covalent
attachment of M.HpaII to DNA46,47. The PCR fragment was either nicked with Nt.BbvCI
and annealed/ligated to 5′-TCAGCATCCfluoGGTACC-3′ (to modify the top strand), or
nicked with Nb. BbvCI and annealed/ligated to 5′-TGAGGTACCfluoGGATGC-3′ (to
Nature. Author manuscript; available in PMC 2013 June 13.
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modify the bottom strand). Custom-synthesized 5-fluoro modified oligonucleotides were
purchased from Biosynthesis, Inc. Modified DNA was gel purified as described above and
mixed with M.HpaII (1000 U/ml final, NEB) in HpaII Methylase Reaction Buffer (50 mM
Tris-HCl pH 7.5, 5 mM 2-Mercaptoethanol, 10 mM EDTA) supplemented with 100 μM Sadenosylmethionine. After 6–9 hours of incubation at 37°C, DNA was separated on a 1.5%
agarose gel and the slow migrating band corresponding to M.HpaII-conjugated DNA was
excised. To prevent denaturation of M.HpaII, DNA was purified by electroelution. Briefly,
the gel fragment containing M.HpaII-bound DNA was placed in a dialysis tube (3500
MWCO) filled with TBE, and electrophoresis was used to run the DNA off of the gel into
the dialysis tube. The gel fragment was then removed from the tube, DNA was dialyzed
against 10 mM Tris pH 8, and concentrated using a spin concentrator (Ultrafree
Biomax-10K, ThermoFisher Scientific).
To generate DNA constructs containing two M.HpaII adducts, we first cloned two inserts of
the same sequence (5′-CCTCAGCATCCGGTACCTCAGC -3′) into pUC.HSO that were
separated by reported lengths. After making a PCR product of the desired length, the same
protocol as above was used for insertion of 5-fluoro-2′-deoxycytidine modified
oligonucleotide and subsequent M.HpaII conjugation.
Single-molecule DNA replication and unwinding assays

$watermark-text

A microfluidic flow cell with a streptavidin-functionalized bottom surface was prepared as
described48. Similarly to the wild-type λ DNA, λori contains 12 nt single-stranded DNA at
both ends. λori was biotinylated and singly or doubly tethered to the surface using biotinmodified oligonucleotides complementary to these ends as described49. For T-ag-dependent
replication of λori in HeLa cell extracts, the flow cell containing surface-immobilized λori
molecules was placed on a heat block (VWR) set to 37°C. The flow cell was flushed with 50
μl T-ag binding buffer (TAB) containing 30 mM Hepes (pH 7.5), 7 mM MgCl2, 0.5 mM
DTT, and 50 μg/ml BSA. 10 μg/ml T-ag was introduced into the flow cell in TAB
supplemented with an ATP regeneration mixture (4 mM ATP, 50 mM phosphocreatine, 10
ng/μl creatine phosphokinase), and 5 ng/μl competitor DNA (pUC19) for origin-specific
assembly of T-ag50, and incubated for the indicated times.

$watermark-text

For T-ag-dependent replication, a replication mixture was prepared by diluting 15 μl HeLa
cell extract (Chimerx) 2-fold in buffer containing 30 mM Hepes (pH 7.5), 7 mM MgCl2, 0.5
mM DTT, 50 μg/ml BSA, 4 mM ATP, 50 mM phosphocreatine, 10 μg/ml creatine
phosphokinase, 0.1 mM each of dATP, dGTP, dTTP, dCTP, and 50 μM each of GTP, TTP,
CTP (all concentrations final). The replication mixture was drawn into the flow cell and
incubated for the indicated times. To confirm bidirectional replication, a second replication
mixture containing 1.7 μM dig-dUTP was drawn into the flow cell and further incubated. 5
ng/μl competitor DNA (pUC19) was included to suppress non-specific interaction of
proteins in the extract with λori that interferes with fork progression (data not shown). To
stop the reaction, the flow cell was washed with buffer containing 20 mM Tris (pH 7.5), 50
mM NaCl, 12 mM EDTA, 0.1% SDS.
To visualize unwinding of λori by T-ag in real time, T-ag was first assembled on doubly
tethered λori as described above. 15 nM RPAmKikGR was then drawn into the flow cell in
TAB supplemented with the ATP regeneration mixture. The flow cell was heated to 37°C on
a microscope stage with an objective heater (Bioptechs) during T-ag assembly and
subsequent unwinding reactions. Imaging of RPAmKikGR is described below.
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Ensemble DNA unwinding assays
PCR fragments were either labeled internally with [α32P]-dATP (Perkin Elmer) during the
PCR reaction or at their 5′ ends using T4 polynucleotide kinase (NEB) and [γ32P]-ATP
(Perkin Elmer). Unwinding reactions were performed with 0.3–0.5 ng/μl labeled DNA, 10
μg/ml T-ag, 40 μg/ml RPA, and the ATP regeneration mixture in TAB and incubated for the
indicated amount of time at 37°C. 5 ng/μl unlabeled competitor DNA (FspI linearized
pUC19) was included in unwinding reactions to ensure origin-specific unwinding. The
reaction was stopped with 0.5% SDS and 20 mM EDTA, DNA was separated on a 3%
agarose gel, and visualized using a phosphorimager. Quantification of band intensities was
carried out using Quantity One software.

$watermark-text

To prepare 5′ biotin-modified DNA for bead-immobilization, one of the primers used in the
PCR reaction contained biotin at the 5′ end. 15 ng DNA was mixed with streptavidin-coated
magnetic beads (Invitrogen, Dynabeads M280) in 10 mM Tris supplemented with 0.2 mg/ml
BSA. Beads were washed twice using a magnet, resuspended in TAB containing the ATP
regeneration mixture and 20 μg/ml T-ag, and incubated for 2.5 hr at 37°C rotating on a
rotisserie. Beads were washed twice with TAB containing 0.6 mM ATP, resuspended in
TAB supplemented with the ATP regeneration mixture, 40 μg/ml RPA, 50 μM biotin, 15 ng
cold DNA containing the origin, and incubated for 30 min at 37°C before stopping the
reaction.
Single-molecule imaging

$watermark-text

Total internal reflection fluorescence imaging was carried out on an inverted microscope
(Olympus IX-71) using a 60x oil objective (PlanApo, NA=1.65, Olympus). SYTOX and
fluorescein-anti-dig images on surface-immobilized DNA after replication in HeLa extracts
were recorded as described49. Live monitoring of RPAmKikGR was performed by capturing
an image every minute using 488-nm laser light.

Supplementary Material
Refer to Web version on PubMed Central for supplementary material.
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Figure 1. T-ag is not an obligate double hexamer during replication
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a, Models for DNA unwinding by T-ag. See text for details. b, Experimental procedure for
replication of singly and doubly tethered λori DNA. c, SYTOX and anti-dig images of
singly tethered (i) and doubly tethered (ii) λori DNAs that underwent replication in HeLa
cell extracts. Dig-dUTP incorporated regions occasionally exhibited higher SYTOX
intensity due to non-specific staining of anti-dig antibody with SYTOX. Extent of slack and
replication on the doubly tethered DNA are indicated. Yellow arrowheads, estimated
position of the origin. d, Length of anti-dig tracts on singly tethered (gray) and doubly
tethered (black) DNA molecules after a 40 min dig-dUTP pulse. To measure the fork rate,
the tract length distribution was fit to a Gaussian and the resulting average tract length was
divided by the duration of dig-dUTP pulse (40 min).
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Figure 2. Real-time visualization of sister fork uncoupling during unwinding of doubly tethered
DNA

a, T-ag was drawn into a flow cell containing doubly tethered λori. After 45 min,
RPAmKikGR was introduced and mKikGR was imaged for 60 min. b, Kymograph of
mKikGR fluorescence. Minutes denote time after introduction of RPAmKikGR.
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Figure 3. T-ag translocates on ssDNA in the 3′ to 5′ direction
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a, (i) Cartoon of 518-bp long 5′-labeled (red stars) DNA templates used for SA
displacement assays. Predictions of 3′ to 5′ ssDNA translocation (ii) and dsDNA
translocation (iii) models. b, DNAs biotinylated on the top or bottom strands as in (A-i)
undergo complete mobility shift upon SA addition, indicating that all DNA molecules are
modified with biotin (lanes 2, 4). DNA was pre-incubated with buffer (lanes 5, 7) or SA
(lanes 6, 8), and unwinding was initiated with T-ag and RPA (lanes 5–8). Excess biotin
saturated any displaced SA. To assess the migration of ssDNA with or without SA, DNA
was heat denatured, rapidly cooled down and mixed with buffer (lanes 9, 11) or SA (lanes
10, 12). Because both strands are radiolabeled, SA association with one strand shifts only
half of the signal (lanes 10, 12). c, ssDNA with (gray) and without (black) SA from lanes 6
and 8 of panel b was quantified. Error bars indicate S.D. for 3 independent experiments.
Some spontaneous dissociation of SA occurred in the presence of free biotin (lanes 6 and 8,
ds). The extent of T-ag-independent SA dissociation was determined using the relative
amounts of dsDNA that lost (ds) and retained SA (ds+SA) This fraction was then used to
measure the amount of ssDNA that lost and retained SA, respectively, if no spontaneous SA
dissociation had occurred. d, SYTOX, anti-dig, and Qdot images of representative
molecules upon fork collision with Qdotlag (i) or Qdotlead (ii) in HeLa cell extracts
(performed as in Fig. 1b). Because dig-dUTP was continuously present during the
replication reaction, replication bubbles were fully labeled with anti-dig. The percentage of
molecules exhibiting fork bypass and stalling events are indicated (see also Supplementary
Fig. 4).
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Figure 4. T-ag can bypass a covalent protein roadblock on the translocation strand
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a, T-ag-dependent unwinding of DNA containing MHlag (i) or MHlead (ii). The species
corresponding to each band are depicted. Heat denaturation caused electrophoretic smearing
of M.HpaII-conjugated DNA and therefore was not used for assessment of ssDNA migration
(data not shown). (iii) Quantification of unwinding in (i) and (ii). b, (i) Unwinding of
unmodified (lane 3), MHlag-modified (lane 6), and MHlead-modified (lane 9) DNA by preassembled T-ag (see text for details). The first two lanes in all samples correspond to 10% of
input DNA without bead conjugation in the absence (lanes 1, 4, and 7) and presence (lanes
2, 5, and 8) of T-ag-mediated unwinding. (ii) Quantification of unwound DNA by preassembled T-ag (lanes 3, 6, 9 in B-i). Amount of unwinding was normalized to that of
unmodified DNA. Error bars in a-iii and b-ii indicate S.D. for 3 independent experiments.
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Figure 5. Bypass of tandem protein adducts by T-ag depends on the inter-adduct distance
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a, Unwinding of DNA containing, none, one, or two M.HpaII adducts on the translocation
strand by T-ag. The three templates (color coded differentially) had slightly different lengths
because each template contained 240 bp before the first roadblock and 277 bp after the last
roadblock but different amounts of DNA between the roadblocks. DNAs were internally
labeled with [α32P]-dATP. b, Quantification of unwinding from 3 independent experiments
as in a. Error bars indicate S.D.
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